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SUMMARY
Cloud environments have become a standard method for enterprises to offer their applications by means of
web-services, data management systems or simply renting out computing resources. In our previous work
we presented how we can use a modeling language together with the new features of JAVA 8 to overcome
certain drawbacks of data structures and synchronization mechanisms in parallel applications. We extend
this solution into a design pattern that allows application-specific optimizations in a distributed setting. We
validate this integration using our previous case study of the Prime Sieve of Eratosthenes and illustrate the
performance improvements in terms of speed-up and memory consumption. Copyright c© 2014 John Wiley
& Sons, Ltd.
Received . . .
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has proven to be an essential concept in developing large scale applications
for several domains of research and industry. Examples of these domains include designing real-
time applications for embedded systems [1], reputation-based web-services[2], data aggregation
in wireless networks [3, 4], high performance computing [5] [6] and delivering cloud services at
several levels through SaaS or PaaS [7, 8, 9]. However, distributed characteristics such as scalability,
performance and replication over a large number of resources can prove to be a very complex effort
[10]. When it comes to designing applications, the Java language [11] is one of the mainstream
object oriented programming languages in terms of usability and ease of learning. Java has both
a concurrent model[12] and remote method invocation standard[13] that both require following a
certain pattern in programming that that give the user little flexibility in terms of designing a loosely-
coupled parallel and distributed application.
In our previous work [14] which was published in [15] we presented a solution to develop
distributed applications in JAVA using several features introduced in JAVA 8 and integrated it into
an API offering the user an actor-based model for programming. Our focus was to use abstract
actors that can be extended to run services of distributed applications[16]. Our API had very limited
practical support in distributed applications and was mainly used for designing parallel applications
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without an actual degree of distribution. We also had several issues with a large amount of redundant
communication that was done between actors, as our research was mainly focused on the ease of
use of the API and observing drawbacks of certain implementations directly at application level. We
extended the current API with the possibility of actors sending remote messages through lambda
expressions without the complexity of writing code for sockets or remote method invocations. The
main scientific contribution of this paper is an extended API that provides a design pattern which
significantly reduce memory consumption and maximize throughput in parallel and distributed
applications data-intensive applications.
Our previous contribution was mainly focused on reducing code size and improving readability
compared to other programming models while maintaining superior performance in a highly
parallelizable application, but restricted to on machine. We presented this a solution named the
ABS-API library[17]. The objectives in this extended work now cover design patterns, the ability to
analyze code, integrate optimizations into the library and extend to the deployment of applications
in a distributed environment. First of all we introduce the ABS-API-Remote which simplifies the
communication between actors, allowing them to run and communicate on different machines and
validate this solution by running the case study on multiple machines on the SurfSara[18] cluster.
We present a new method to identify actors based on the machine’s location, send remote messages
via lambda expressions and optimize communication between actors that have access to a shared
memory. Furthermore we generalize API with a new notion for actors called a Concurrent Actor
Group which allows them to operate on this shared memory based on their containing VM and
allows the user to design optimizations for his application based on this notion. The rest of our
paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of the ABS language and the reasons
for developing the ABS-API. Section 3 discusses our previous work on the API followed by the
extension added in our current research work. Section 4 presents a comparison between the previous
implementation of the case-study and the implementation using our current extension. In section 5
we formulate the design pattern in our ABS-API-Remote. We follow with discussion on related
work for actor-based models in section 6 and draw our conclusions and propose future work in
section 7.
2. THE ABS LANGUAGE
The backbone for our research is the Abstract Behavioral Specification language (ABS) introduced
in [19], as part of the HATS European Project [20] which is continued by the ENVISAGE European
Project[21]. ABS offers programmers a syntax similar to JAVA with classes and interfaces for
encapsulation, but includes several extra features such as a functional programming model, the
possibility to issue asynchronous method calls and control synchronization with futures as well
as cooperative scheduling of method invocations inside concurrent (active) objects. Instantiating
an object in ABS creates an Actor with its member fields and methods which define its behavior
and interactions with other actors. Actors run in parallel and communicate via messages generated
through asynchronous method calls which are stored inside the called actor’s queue. In ABS
synchronization is handled by ”await” and ”get” statement which can be applied to futures or
boolean conditions and force a method to suspend until the variable is verified. An actor processes
messages from its queue in a FIFO order and calls its scheduler whenever a running method
suspends. This feature combination results in a concurrent object-oriented model which is inherently
compositional. An example of our case study, the Prime Sieve of Eratosthenes, written in ABS is
presented in Listing 1.
The program first creates the interface ISieve which contains the method sieve() for sieving all
numbers present in a partition that are divisible by the argument n by setting in the current Map
data structure the value of a key to false, where the keys represent the candidate numbers found in
each partition. A second interface, IGen contains the method, run par(), for retrieving the next prime
number in the first partition and sending an asynchronous method call to all partitions using the
construct !sieve(n). The methods are implemented in the classes Sieve and Generator respectively.
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Listing 1: Case Study written in ABS
interface I S i e v e {
Bool s i e v e ( I n t n ) ;
}
interface IGen{
Uni t r u n p a r ( ) ;
}




//method for sieving using the current prime number. To be run in parallel by all processors.
Uni t r u n p a r ( ){
while ( ( c u r r e n t M a p != EmptyMap)&&(n∗n<l i m i t ) ){
I n t k =1;
while ( k<elem ){
Fut<Bool> f = lookupUnsa fe ( p roces so r s Map , k ) ! s i e v e ( n ) ;
k=k +1;
}
if ( l ookupUnsa fe ( cu r ren t Map , n )== True ){
p r im es = Cons ( n , p r im es ) ;
c u r r e n t M a p = removeKey ( cu r ren t Map , n ) ;
I n t f i r s t = n∗n ;
I n t j = f i r s t ;
while ( j<l a s t ){
c u r r e n t M a p = p u t ( cu r r en t Map , j , F a l s e ) ;







class S i e v e ( I n t p , I n t s i z e , I n t pe ) implements I S i e v e {
/*
Initialization block for each partition
*/
Bool s i e v e ( I n t t h e p r i m e ){
I n t n = t h e p r i m e ;
I n t f i r s t = n∗n ;
I n t j ;
/*
compute the first candidate and store it in variable j
*/
while ( j<=l a s t ){
c u r r e n t M a p = p u t ( cu r ren t Map , j , F a l s e ) ;





{ // Main block:
IGen g=new G e n e r a t o r ( 5 0 0 0 0 , 1 ) ;
Fut<Unit> f = g ! r u n p a r ( ) ;
a w a i t f ? ;
}
The Generator class also contains an initialization phase in which the candidate numbers are split
into partitions and stored in a processors Map.
ABS is essentially a simpler view of the MPI [22]. Each actor can be viewed as a separate node
who sends messages to other actors with a less complicated syntax. Also the actors are identified and
objects like in JAVA and not by rank like in MPI and can have distinct behavior definitions. As can be
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seen in Listing 1, asynchronous method calls are modeled by the statement ”actor!method()”. These
statements return a dynamically generated reference that is stored in a Future variable (”Fut¡Bool¿
f ”) . An important observation is the last line of code ”await f?”, which blocks the current method,
but allows the next method in the actor’s queue to be scheduled and run. This statement is different
from ”f.get” of the JAVA language which blocks the entire thread. This statement is also available
in ABS and is the equivalent of blocking the entire actor.
The ABS code can be compiled into several executable and simulation languages like Maude,
Erlang and Haskell as well as JAVA [23]. A significant issue appeared when generating JAVA code
for asynchronous method calls, as these required in [23] the creation of heavyweight JAVA Threads
for each call and was functional on only one machine. These issues were behind the ABS-API
solution that we will describe in the next section.
3. THE ABS-API LIBRARY
The ABS-API [17] was primarily developed to mitigate the issues of translating ABS code into
JAVA code. In this section we focus on the features introduced in JAVA 8 that allow us to have an
efficient and easy to use implementation of the API. The goal of this API was to have an intuitive
mapping between ABS objects and JAVA threads. To this end we used the Defender Methods to
define a default behavior for an interface in the ABS-API and optionally override this behavior
to suit a specific function. We also needed an intuitive mapping of the asynchronous method
calls identified by ”actor!method()” constructs. Our solution wraps abstract method definitions into
lambda expressions and is usable as long as there are no subsequent synchronous method calls
inside the method’s body. The two interfaces that model parallel execution in JAVA, Runnable [24]
and Callable [25] are now functional interfaces as of JAVA 8 and can be modeled into lambda
expressions and stored as messages in an Actor’s queue. A sketch of the API class diagram is shown
in Figure 1
The Central interface of the ABS-API library is the Actor Interface. This interface has the default
behavior of it Actor equivalent in ABS: to poll its queue member for a lambda expression and
execute it. In our previous work, a Parallel Actor was uniquely identified by its particular String
name and deployed in a local context, where it could send messages via lambda expressions to
other actors registered in the same context. Its configuration is illustrated in Figure 2. Each actor
was modeled to have it’s own queue of messages and run them on a single process. The library is
now extended to ABS-API-Remote and has added support for identifying actors by a URI object
(the ”NS” field in Figure 1) which is defined by an IP and port allowing both local and remote
communication. Actors are now aware of their location, as well as other actors identified by the
same IP, allowing for optimizations depending on whether two actors work on shared or distributed
memory. We refer to this optimization as Location Aware Actors or Distributed Actors. The
Actor interface provides a set of default methods, namely the run and send methods. The member
queue however is restricted to one data structure per IP name in the application. Each actor that
has the same IP in its identification key has a reference to this queue. The default ”run” method
behaves very similar as in the previous solution the only difference being that it polls a message
from the shared queue, before checking its type and executing the message correspondingly. The
default ”send” method is the direct translation the ”actor!method()” statement and stores the lambda
expression given as an argument in the corresponding shared queue and returns a Future[26] to
control synchronization.
In order to communicate with each other, all actors have to be initialized by one and the same
object that implements Context interface. This object is also responsible for instantiating, for each
actor, a QueuedInbox object in which all lambda expressions are stored as messages in order for
the Actor to function properly. In the extended version, the same inbox is used for actors registered
in the same conext that share the same IP in their NS field. Finally, because objects that implement
the actor interface can vary significantly, yet still communicate with each other, they implement the
Reference interface. This interface serves multiple purposes such as comparing actors for location
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Figure 1. ABS-API Class Diagram
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purposes, identifying destination actors for the send method and creating a new QueuedInbox for an
actor.
Figure 2. Actor Model
The main features of the ABS-API-Remote library are:
• An actor is identified by a URI object and is aware of its location with regards to the other
actors in the system
• Sending a message is done by either placing the lambda expression in the shared queue if the
actor is local or sending the message to a different VM if the actor is remote.
• An object during the processing of a method should have a context reference (defined by the
URI) to the sender of a message in order to reply to the request.
All these characteristics must co-exist without requiring any modification of the intended interface,
for an object to act like an actor.
4. CASE STUDY
Using the ABS-API we studied and implementation of a parallelized version of the Sieve of
Eratosthenes [27, 28]. We illustrated the benefit of using the Java language to program in an actor-
based model, significantly reducing code size, making implementation easier and allowing much
larger data sets to be processed compared with other actor based programming languages. With a
large enough data set available we now run the algorithm in a distributed environment and compare
the Parallel Actors with the Distributed Actors. The Sieve of Eratosthenes also allows us to illustrate
the benefit of identifying actors that run on the same machine, reducing the number of remote
method invocations. We continued our work in this paper by comparing these two models using our
extended library, where actors are aware of their location and how they interact with other actors.
We used the same partitioning algorithm to evenly distribute the sequence of candidate numbers
on each actor. The actors were deployed on two separate VMs to ensure both distributed and parallel
computation. We imposed the restriction that the number of partitions must be equal or less than
dn/b√nce, where n is the target number such that the first partition will have all the prime numbers
required in the sieving process. The first actor is responsible for sending a newly found prime
number in its partition to all other partitions for sieving as well as executing the sieving process
itself. Upon reaching the end of its partitions the first actor is also responsible for awaiting on all the
futures created in order to collect the final result. Therefore all the actors on the same VM as the first
actor will benefit from the optimization, as they can read and write the numbers in a shared queue,
while the rest of the actors will require remote method invocation. This is where the location-aware
actors affect the performance of the program.
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We maintained the two optimizations used previously, the BitSet data structure and omitting even
numbers in the partition generation. These two optimizations clearly improve results and therefore
needed to be applied before comparing our model to other implementations which have at least these
optimizations. The shared queue optimization of Prime Sieve was implemented using existing JAVA
data structures such as blocking queue, locks and semaphores which in turn provided an optimal
solution for controlling the execution of threads with shared data in the prime sieve implementation
using the ABS-API-Remote. The implementation of the shared queue using the ABS-API-Remote
was thread safe and the queue capacity and the memory consumption was efficiently handled using
the blocking queue data mechanism. We tested our solution on the SurfSara[18] cluster using a 16
CPU machine 2.13 GHz (Intel Xeon E7 ”Westmere-EX”) with 128GB of memory. We present a
performance comparison between the two approaches in Figure 3 followed by a memory profiling
of the application run in Figures 4 and 5. Finally we see the overhead in number of classes loaded
by regular actors in comparison to location-aware actors in Figures 6 and 7.
Figure 3. Comparison between location-aware actors and regular actors for a Data Set of 109 candidate
numbers
With just two standard optimizations, we obtained instant results for candidates up to 108 and
2.4 seconds when testing with 109 candidates with regular actors and 1.7 seconds with location-
aware actors. The profiling tests were conducted using the YourKit Java Profiler[29]. We observe the
benefit of eliminating half of the remote method invocations in terms of non-heap memory overhead
which is 2MB lower in Figure 5 (9MB) than in Figure 4 (11MB). This is due to the fact that the
call stack is significantly lower when data does not need to be transmitted remotely. Furthermore
the number of loaded classes for communication purposes between Distributed Actors is 216 lower
than the number of classes loaded by Parallel Actors. When comparing our results with the best
algorithm for this problem it is still slower, with the record program finishing for a target of 109
in 0.26 seconds. The source code for this optimization increased to 45K which is still significantly
lower than 505K that fastest program has. The most important result that we want to draw from
this study is offering the user a generalization of this optimization by proposing a design pattern
presented in the next section.
We reiterate the performance measurements of other concurrent programming languages that
use the Actor-based model approach [30] for computing the primes using Sieve of Eratosthenes
Algorithm. Existing concurrent programming languages such as Akka [31], Erlang and Go
Programming Language are compared with the distributed actor based model approach. For each of
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Figure 4. Non-heap Memory Usage of Parallel Actors
Figure 5. Non-heap Memory Usage of Distributed Actors
these algorithms we took the results presented in the documentation without running the examples
with the same setup as they clearly proved inefficient for numbers reaching 109. In the existing
implementation for Sieve of Eratosthenes Algorithm in Ruby using JRuby and Akka [32, 33],
both the controller and model actors are defined as distinct classes. The message sent between
the actors is a list with a leading symbol and a payload contained in the remainder of the list.
The model only considers a value prime if it does not equal or divide evenly into any previously
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Figure 6. Total Classes Loaded by Parallel Actors
Figure 7. Total Classes loaded by Distributed Actors
observed primes. The results output for 104 candidate numbers in 77.114 seconds. Erlang [34] is a
functional language, which extends to its native actors support. This language was very important
as we have a backend for ABS written in Erlang. The Sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm implemented
using Erlang calculates primes until 106 in 3.6 seconds. Finally, we made a comparison with the
algorithm implemented using the Go programming language. Go programming language [35, 27]
is a compiled language that combines some of the syntax of C with some more dynamic aspects
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to form a next generation systems programming language. The Sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm
implemented using Go programming language uses the wheel factorization optimization technique
to complete for 107 numbers in 12 seconds. From this we draw the conclusion that none of the
Actor-based languages can support an upper bound larger than 107, therefore our ABS-API-Remote
model performs much better compared to other actor models.
5. DATA GROUPS: OPTIMIZATION USING SHARED MEMORY
Although it has achieved novel advantages from actor model and asynchronous message passing
(which are mentioned in previous sections), there are some downsides because of the nature of
broadcasting mechanism, one of which is broadcasting the same message to multiple actors which
can share the same memory. This has both computation overhead, because of redundant repetitive
actions for broadcasting message, and memory overhead, because of redundant queuing the same
message by multiple actors. This problem is shown in Figure 8 where we eliminate any additional
computations.
Figure 8. The message passing overhead without any additional computations
Having this problem in mind, there is a solution for such typical data- centered producer-
consumers problems which solves the above-mentioned disadvantages, that is exploiting shared
memory. Instead of sending one specific message to multiple actors which contains a specific type
of data, the generator actor can generate the data just once and put it in a shared memory. Each
consumer actor also needs a pointer to the shared memory which points to the next element to be
processed. It is simple to understand how shared memory mechanism improves efficiency through
eliminating the redundant computation and memory usage.
The advantages of shared memory motivated us to introduce new notion called Concurrent Actor
Group. A general configuration of group has been illustrated in Figure 9.
Data Group is an abstract notion that puts together actors so that they process (or consume) the
data in the shared memory concurrently. One of the most significant features of Data Group is that
it can be looked at as one solid entity in higher abstraction level. This advantage leads to ease of
use, and understandability of design and code. Furthermore, using shared memory brings about
low coupling of the system implementation since generator communicates only with group’s shared
memory instead of multiple consumer actors.
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Figure 9. The generalization of the location-aware optimization
Therefore, we have extended ABS API with Concurrent Actor Group as a new notion which can
be used for specific spectrum of data-centered producer-consumers problems in order to enjoy the
above mentioned advantages than broadcasting mechanism. We observed this difference in Figure3.
This new extension will cover several parameters that affect the operation and semantics of a group.
For example consumers can be reproducible actors (which have same initial states) or not; they
proactively try to have access to messages in shared memory or they passively wait for a scheduler
to decide and provide them with messages; the shared memory’s message is targeted whether to
all processes, to any of them or to the specific one of them; what the type of shared memory data
structure is; and what the policies of ordering the data in shared memory are. These features of
group which are customizable show further capabilities of groups. As a matter of fact, the messages
from different generators can be reordered based on their priority or content.
6. RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION
The motivation behind the ABS-API-Remote and this case study was the difficulty encountered
when generating code from the ABS modeling language. This language has been validated in
multiple simulation environments for its quality and performance impact [36, 37], but in terms
of actual executable code we experienced very basic performance penalties in both the JAVA and
Erlang backends. Before implementing the classic partitioning algorithm we tried implementing
the sieving process as a pipeline, where each actor contains a prime number. The spawned actors
would then form a chain topology through which new candidate numbers are passed and sieved by
checking divisibility with any generated prime number stored in one actor. If the candidate passed
through the entire topology, a new prime actor is spawned and added to the configuration. This
algorithm fits really well with the lightweight threads of the Erlang backend of ABS, but still the
program would run out of memory or perform really slow for numbers larger than 108. Furthermore,
we discovered how costly it is to create new actors using the existing JAVA backend. It was with this
variation of the algorithm that we discovered that our existing ABS backends required a common
frontend from which to generate code and this was the basis for both the ABS-API development
and its current extension ABS-API-Remote. It was also a significant start for research in the Code
Generation direction that we have in the ENVISAGE Project.
Another research question that we raised was the difference between two ABS constructs
for synchronization: await f? and f.get(). The first statement allows the actor to schedule other
method invocations in its queue to run on its thread, while the second blocks the entire actor.
The development of ABS-API took this issue into consideration for the Actor interface: the f.get()
statement is mapped easily to JAVA Futures, but the await f? statement only works in a purely
asynchronous program, as the current method needs to be wrapped in a lambda expression before
being send to the Actor’s queue making it impossible to save the call stack of several synchronous
method calls. It is possible to use JAVA’s Executor Service to assign a thread pool to each actor, but
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then we would have the risk of running out of memory as explained in the previous paragraph. It is
also important to study the possibility of using a solution equivalent to co-routine and continuations
from functional programming languages. A major challenge in language design is still efficient
implementations of co-routines in mainstream languages which don’t support the continuations
featured by functional languages[38].
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented an extension of the the actor-based ABS modeling language in Java 8
which enables optimizations for actors running on the same virtual machine and allows them to
identify each other based on their VM location. We have used the API to model a simple distributed
application and underlined the performance improvement of this extension. We also showed the
impact on memory that these location-aware actors have. Finally we generalized this extension to
the Concurrent Actor Group notion for designing parallel and distributed applications.
For future work we want to use the ABS-API-Remote and location-aware actors for satisfying
more requirements of Cloud Computing users than just memory management. We want to
implement scheduling and load balancing strategies for big data applications and control these
strategies at the application level. To do this we will implement the computer-aided drug-design
application presented in [39]. The application involves running an executable that processes a
piece of data called a ligand and determines if is a drug candidate. The main requirement for this
application is that it should be able to process libraries that may contain hundreds of thousands of
ligands and be scalable. On top of that the user running the application needs to access output files
on demand and have an overview of partial and complete results in a secure environment as data
should not be publicly available.
Using the extended library and general Group notion we implemented a first version of a test
scenario that connects to the SurfSara cluster with a predetermined number of started VMs. We
deployed an actor for each core available on a VM, with each actor responsible for running the
executable with one ligand. From this point we will attempt to analyze several scheduling strategies
depending on the load of each actor and the resources available on each VM. We want to test the
granularity of data retrieval operations, how these affect overall runs and how we can adapt or
specialize certain actors on each VM for responding to user requests. Furthermore we want to see
how data locality affects the runs, how many ligands should be in a message sent to a group of
actors on a VM depending on how fast the ligands are processed and implement a load balancing
algorithm for all the VM in the test scenario. Finally we want to compare our results with existing
MapReduce and Grid implementations of this application.
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